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Only if you’ve been deep in the Amazon for the past year will you not, by now, have heard an awful lot about the
new set of data protection regulations – the GDPR – being made law EU-wide in May, 2018. Getting to the heart
of what they mean for your business is crucial.

As a conscientious businessperson, naturally you will have taken steps to make sure your organisation is well on

the way to being GDPR-ready. Some of the key principles we should all be focusing on in changing the

foundations of our businesses – yes, these regulations will mean that radical an approach – include providing the

ability to:

·  C ontr ol  – ·  C ontr ol  – data subjects should have the means to control the processing of their personal data

·  Mi ni m i se – ·  Mi ni m i se – you should restrict the amount of processed personal data to a required minimum

· Infor m  – ·  Infor m  – you let subjects know when their personal information is at risk

·  D em onstr ate – ·  D em onstr ate – data controllers and processors must be able to show compliance

· Enfor c e – ·  Enfor c e – your privacy policy must be known and used correctly by all teams and departments.

What is making fewer headlines but is just as important to understand is that the adoption of the regulation into

each EU member state’s constitution requires more speci c detail when it is applied in individual countries. This

is why the UK government published its statement of intent for a new Data Protection Bill back in the summer

and is currently progressing the Bill – a trifle bumpily – through the House of Lords.

One of the main reasons for introducing the Bill now, of course, is to smooth business processes for post-Brexit.

The regulations are designed to support us in the way we use data, give our customers con dence in the way we

care for their data, and punish those who misuse or are careless with it.

What’s new  i n the Bi l l ?What’s new  i n the Bi l l ?

Broadly speaking, the Bill will adopt the vast majority of the laws in the GDPR. These will give people more

control over their data and require more consent for its use, plus, it comes with some added extras that are

specific to our country.
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You can expect to see the GDPR’s cornerstone laws surrounding areas such as data portability, data processor

responsibilities, mandatory privacy risk impact assessments, breach noti cation requirements, obtaining valid

consent, and privacy by design all replicated. There will, though, be some additions and exemptions – all of

which could impact the way you do business.

A  w or d of  w ar ni ng…A  w or d of  w ar ni ng…

Many experts have warned that organisations are totally unprepared for the new rules coming into force,

whether from the GDPR (May 2018) or from the new Data Protection Bill. Controversially, the size of ne for a

data breach – whether through human error or human endeavour, aka, hacking – will increase many-fold, and

could prove ruinous in bottom line and reputational stakes for those who hit 25.05.18 with too little prep.

The bottom line is that good data protection goes hand in hand with cyber security.

H ow  c an you m ake sur e you’r e c yber  sec ur e?H ow  c an you m ake sur e you’r e c yber  sec ur e?

There is no point in your teams working hard to bring in sales if they are undermined by weak data security

systems.

In my book, rock solid data protection = cyber security = peace of mind.

For those industries that are typically paper-heavy, such as the legal, financial and healthcare sectors, the risks of

a breach in con dentiality are high when paper is still a key medium in the chain of communication. By that I

mean not only the risk of loss – which is higher than backed-up digitised data – but also the risk of non-

compliance with, for instance, the right to erasure. This is the right enshrined in the GDPR/Data Protection Bill

where the whole trail of contact and communications, which can stretch over years and across various media,

may need to be rapidly collated, returned in digital format and then destroyed, as per the data subject’s

instruction.

Is there such a thing as ‘rock solid data protection’? There is, if you carry out the risk impact assessments to

evaluate how you handle personal data and then take steps to mitigate them, thus preventing malicious

interference.

From scanner to desktop or handheld device, in my view using digitised data is the way to secure your

compliance with the new, more wide-ranging laws associated with the GDPR and Data Protection Bill. For

speed, accuracy, traceability and compliance, each possible step in the digitisation of your company’s

information tightens up procedures, creates ever fewer chinks in your armour, provides less opportunity for

mistakes or malicious attacks to creep in.

You could choose a digital mailroom set-up, which scans, converts, captures and distributes information at rst

point of contact; or a scan-on-demand system of archived paper documents; or you might opt for the scanning

of legacy and day forward documents to create a completely digital record of all types of documents across all

types of media.
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Whatever you choose to do, the point is that converting and capturing all your business’s information in digital

format using the latest encrypted software is a safer, quicker way of handling data that leaves you and your

customers less exposed to risk.

A  f i nal  w or dA  f i nal  w or d

One of the smartest, most forward-looking steps any business can take at this stage is to start talking about a

digitisation project with a professional supplier who is expert in using the latest scanning technology creatively

and ef ciently. For customer security they will use encrypted, tried and tested tracking and management

software that has restricted user access – keeping data handling to a minimum – and will provide an audited

unbroken chain of custody at the touch of a button. Naturally, any supplier worth their salt and serious about

your cyber security, will be accredited by the ISO, BSI and organisations such as DataRight and AIIM…

In all the high-stakes drama surrounding the GDPR and Data Protection Bill your supplier should be run by

people you trust, who are fully informed and compliant themselves and who offer genuine solutions to this root

and branch challenge. While helping you close the gaps, they can meet further challenges such as automating HR

processes and onboarding, enable a paper-lite working environment and secure the entire data handling cycle,

from first contact to destruction.

 

Make talking to an accredited scanning and digitisation supplier the key that unlocks your data protection
project plan. They should be able to help you build a practical plan that will not only help you manage GDPR
compliance but future-proof your organisation to respond to all 21 -century challenges.

Here to help in anyway, contact one of our data protection experts by calling
0808 163 3737 or emailing info@restorescan.co.uk. Follow us on Twitter
@RestoreDigital
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